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Discover Jolie Lite

Jolie Lite collects the most requested digital solutions through 

years of experience in the development of customized event 

management softwares.

The software allows you to manage physical events, 

streaming and meetings. It provides the tools to generate 

dynamic forms, calendars, e-mail templates for personalized 

invitations, landing pages, websites and much more.

The data recorded in the system can be constantly monitored 

through intuitive graphs on the dashboard. The result is 

extremely flexible, agile and accessible software.



Dynamic features: e-mail

Customize forms, fields, e-mails, and 

landing pages easily and independently!

e-mail template 
Create the templates you want: save the 

date, invitation, personalized reminder 

and much more.



Dynamic features: landing page

Event landing page 
The template is customizable in all its 

components.



Dynamic features: registration form

Registration and contact form
Create the fields you need in a simple and 

immediate way



Dynamic features: calendar

Calendars
Book appointments online. Set the logic and 

participation limits you want, in order to manage 

your event at the best.



Live events

Manage multiple different 
events at the same time with 
Jolie Lite!

Fairs & Exhibitions

Congresses

Corporate Events



Digital & hybrid events

Manage digital & hybrid events with Jolie Lite.

Webinar (Zoom integration)

Live streaming 

Private meeting 



Why to choose Jolie Lite

Integrated customer 
database
useful for the ordinary management of 

events or in the absence of corporate 

CRM

Property release app
both on the server and client side

Saas - Software as a service 
access to the provider’s cloud-based 

software. Fast implementation and 

constant availability of the latest 

updates



About us

We are a group of professionals who propose digital solutions to management 

problems. We develop customized software, as well as web and mobile applications 

for companies; we build the structure and take care of the contents of corporate and 

personal websites.

Since 1997 we have been developing software for event management and CRM, 

warehouse logistics, company fleets, dosimetry and radiation protection, as well 

as apps for hospitals, information apps, tours and geolocation apps and interactive 

product sheets.

We create scalable, configurable and expandable products to ensure maximum 

flexibility for your requests.

Our customers include BMW, Ducati, Maserati, Volkswagen, Festival della Scienza, 

Italian Tour, Espada / Islero, Corner Polo Storico, RG Impianti, Trelleborg and various 

hospitals throughout Italy.




